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Osage River Gear strives to 
manufacture the best possible 

products for our customers. Our 
limited lifetime warranty covers 

your gear against defects in 
materials or workmanship for as 

long as you own it.

Not far from the banks of  
the Osage River, our company 

is rooted in the Midwestern 
values of quality, honesty and 

hard work. We only sell it if  
it’s something we’d use and 

travel with ourselves.

FROM THE  
HEARTLAND

Weekend warriors and 
seasoned adventurers alike 

appreciate the durability and 
smart design of our products. 

Affordable pricing makes  
it easy to get outside without 

breaking the bank.  

WORK HARD
PLAY HARD

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

Crisp air. Rugged trails. Clear skies. Good friends.
At Osage River, we believe nature can transport each of us  

away from the daily grind. You create the adventure, we’ll outfit  
your escape — with products that are practical but smart;  

ultra-durable, functional gear at a reasonable price.
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OSAGE RIVER GLADES  
2-PERSON TENT

Our portable Glades 2-person backpacking  
tent is wind- and rain- tested with a durable 
fiberglass frame. It also features a full coverage 
rainfly to protect you from the elements. 

Fiberglass frame construction, waterproof seams, 
polyester fabric, polyethylene floors 

CPAI-84 flame resistant
Dimensions: 7 ft. L  x 5 ft. W x 4 ft. H when in use.  
Packs down to 23 in. L x 5 in. W x 5 in. H

Weight: 5.3 lbs. when in carry bag 

Accessory bag/pack included

Zippered port for an electrical power source

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Our 2-person tent is  
roomy enough to fit a queen mattress inside. 

COLOR OPTIONS
  OLIVE/BEIGE ORGL2OB
  OR ANGE/TITANIUM  ORGL2OT

OSAGE RIVER GLADES  
4-PERSON TENT

Our Glades 4-person backpacking tent is  
also suprisingly portable, while still being  
large enough for a family of four. All the durable 
features of our 2-person tent, with more room  
for a comfortable night’s sleep.

Fiberglass frame construction, waterproof seams, 
polyester fabric, polyethylene floors 

CPAI-84 flame resistant
Dimensions: 9 ft. L  x 7 ft. W x 5 ft. H when in use.  
Packs down to 24 in. L x 6.5 in. W x 6.5 in. H

Weight: 7.5 lbs. when in carry bag 

Accessory bag/pack included

Zippered port for an electrical power source

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Use with the Zero Degree 
sleeping bag, Fleece Sleeping Bag Liner and  
LED Lantern; Perfect for large family camping.

COLOR OPTIONS
  OLIVE/BEIGE ORGL4OB
  OR ANGE/TITANIUM  ORGL4OT

CAMP

Our Glades 2- and 4- person tents provide strong shelter:  
supported by a fiberglass frame, these tents stand up to the 
strongest winds and keep you dry in rainy weather.

tents

ULTRA PACKABLE

Packs down to a  
super-portable  

23 x 5 x 5 inches.

EASY-TO-USE

Spend more time with 
your family and less time 

setting up camp. 
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OSAGE RIVER ZERO DEGREE  
SLEEPING BAGS

This smartly designed four-season sleeping  
bag is durable enough to be rated at 0° F,  
yet is compact enough to easily carry on  
your camping trips. Plus, its “mummy” style 
looks pretty cool too.

Constructed with a durable 210T diamond polyester 
ripstop cover and 210T polyester lining throughout

Dimensions: 85 in. L x 33 in. W x 22 in. H, fully 
zipped; Packs down to 10 in. L x 10 in. W x 15 in. H 

Weight: 3.75 lbs. 

Rated at 0° F (–17° C)

Accessory bag/pack included

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Line with our Fleece 
Sleeping Bag liner for extra comfort during  
all four seasons.

COLOR OPTIONS
	 BLUE/GREY ORSBBG
  OLIVE/GREY  ORSBOG
  RED/GREY  ORSBRG

OSAGE RIVER MICROFIBER  
FLEECE SLEEPING BAG LINER 

This versatile and comfortable  
Fleece Sleeping Bag Liner adds warmth  
and softness to camp outs and doubles  
as a blanket for home.

Made with soft microfiber fleece,  
rated at 55° F

Dimensions: 70 in. L x 31 in. W, fully zipped;  
packs down to: 6 in. L x 5 in. W x 5 in. H 

Weight: 1.2 lbs.

Accessory bag/pack included

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Use the Sleeping Bag 
liner with the Zero Degree Sleeping Bag, 
Glades Tent, and LED Lantern. Also makes 
an excellent portable kids’ blanket.

COLOR OPTIONS
  GREY  ORLNG
  NAV Y ORLNN
  RED  ORLNR

OSAGE RIVER LED LANTERN  
WITH USB POWER BANK  

Bright, efficient, and palm-sized, our versatile 
LED Lantern is a camping go-to. In addition to 
illuminating your camp site, it will charge your 
devices and fit into your home emergency kit. 

15 white and 6 red LED bulbs emit 180 lumen 
lighting power with four brightness modes:  
high, low, steady red, or flashing red 

Functions as a 4400mAh USB power bank to charge 
devices, like cell phones or tablets

Works on a tabletop, clings to metal surfaces using 
magnets in its base, and easily hangs from tent ceiling 
with the integrated folding hanger and carabiner

Waterproof (Grade IPX5)

Two lithium ion 18650 rechargeable batteries  
can be used and reused over 500 times

Dimensions: 8 in. L  x  6 in. W x 4 in. H, fully extended; 
Collapses down to 5 in. L x 5 in. W x 4 in. H

Weight: 1.3 lbs. & palm size

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Hang inside your Glades Tent 
to see at night. Makes a great gift!

COLOR OPTIONS
  BLUE  ORLEDBLU
  GREEN  ORLEDGRN
  RED  ORLEDRED
  BL ACK ORLEDBLK

CAMP

Our Zero Degree Sleeping Bags and Microfiber Fleece  
Sleeping Bag Liners were smartly designed with the camper  
in mind. Warm and comfortable, they each pack away in  
their own carrying bag, for ease of transport.

Light up any night venture and  
get portable power for your electronic  
gear. Packs a powerful punch and  
fits in the palm of your hand.

sleeping bags & LINERS LANTERNS

BE PREPARED

Extra light whenever, 
wherever you need it.
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OSAGE RIVER TWAIN 
SINGLE HAMMOCK

Lightweight yet sturdy. The nylon parachute 
material on our single hammock weighs only 
15 oz. but can hold up to 400 lbs.

Constructed from durable woven nylon 
parachute material with breathable quick-drying 
properties.

Dimensions: Measures 10.5 ft. L x 5 ft. W;  
packs down to 11 in. L x 5 in. W x 5 in. H 

Fastened with two solid steel carabiners  
and two 66-in. nautical grade lines can support  
up to 400 lbs.

Weight: 2.20 lbs. when packed up

Accessory bag/pack included

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: The Twain Hammock 
packs nicely in the Taber Sling Bag or  
Osceola Backpack. Doubles as a home 
hammock for backyard lounging.

COLOR OPTIONS
  BL ACK/RED ORT WBR
  GREEN/GR AY  ORT WGG
  KHAKI/OLIVE  ORT WKO
  OR ANGE/TITANIUM  ORT WOT

OSAGE RIVER TWAIN 
DOUBLE HAMMOCK

Lightweight yet sturdy. The nylon parachute 
material on our double hammock weighs only 
22 oz. but can hold up to 400 lbs.

Constructed from durable woven nylon 
parachute material with breathable  
quick-drying properties.

Dimensions: Measures 9.3 ft. L x 6.5 ft. W;  
packs down to 9 in. L x 6 in. W x 6 in. H

Fastened with two solid steel carabiners  
and two 66-in. nautical grade lines can support 
up to 400 lbs.

Weight: 2.25 lbs. when packed up

Accessory bag/pack included

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Hook our LED  
Lantern above for nighttime reading. 
Comfortably  fits two adults.

COLOR OPTIONS
  BL ACK/RED ORT W2BR
  GREEN/GR AY  ORT W2GG
  KHAKI/OLIVE  ORT W2KO
  OR ANGE/TITANIUM  ORT W2OT

TRAIL

Easy to set up and constructed from durable woven nylon, 
the Twain Hammocks are lightweight but strong;  
perfect for hikers looking to relax or hunters resting at  
camp. Available in one- and two-person versions.

hammocks

H2O ON THE GO

Stay hydrated on the  
trails with our Drake  

Hydration Pack.

COMFORT IS  KEY

Padded straps and 
compartments galore  
make our packs great  

hiking companions.

TAKE A BREAK

Relax along the way with  
our lightweight packable 

hammock that attaches  
easily to two trees.
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OSAGE RIVER DRAKE 
HYDRATION PACK

This hydration pack was designed to appeal  
to hikers and bikers and is equal parts 
lightweight, durable, practical and comfortable. 
Even includes a built-in rain cover!

EVA foam shoulder straps for comfort and  
mesh covering for efficient ventilation

BPA-Free Hydration bladder is puncture resistant 
and can carry 2L worth of liquid

Dimensions: 18.5 in. L x 10 in. W x 7 in. H

Weight: 2 lbs.  

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Built-in safety rainfly included

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Between zipper  
storage and mesh pockets there are six areas  
to store your gear and devices.

COLOR OPTIONS
  BL ACK/GR AY ORHPBLG
  OLIVE/GR AY  ORHPOLG
  OR ANGE/GR AY  ORHPORG

OSAGE RIVER OSCEOLA SERIES 
DAY PACK

Weighing in at two pounds, this lightweight  
yet durable daypack has over 2,000 cubic in. 
of space, which allows you to easily store your 
laptop, school books or camping and hiking gear.

Made with High Quality Fabric: 420D Nylon + 
1680D Polyester and Heavy duty zippers and pulls. 

Dimensions: 18 in. L x 13.5 in. W x 9 in. H 

Weight: 2 lbs.

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Storage compartments included for keys, cell 
phones, water bottle and hydration bladder

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Throw a Twain Hammock 
and LED Lantern in the Osceola Daypack and 
you’re set! Use on the trail, at school, or on-the-go.

CO LO R O P T I O N S
  BL ACK OROBPB
  BLUE/GR AY OROBPBG
  OLIVE/TAN  OROBPOG
  RED/GR AY  OROBPRG 
  TITANIUM/OR ANGE  OROBPTO

OSAGE RIVER TABER 
SLING BAG

This versatile and lightweight bag comes with 
an adjustable strap and can be worn on your 
shoulder, around your waist, or on your back.

Constructed with water resistant nylon,  
a premium zipper and durable buckle hardware

Dimensions: 10 in. L  x 4 in. W x 16 in. H  
when in use; Packs down to 7 in. L x 6 in. W x 2 in. H 

Weight: 0.35 lbs. (5.6 oz.); Packs down to  
fit in the palm of your hand

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Storage includes main compartment and  
four accessory pouches

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Great travel bag or 
substitute for diaper bag on family day trips.

COLOR OPTIONS
  BL ACK/GR AY ORTSBLUG
  SK Y BLUE/GR AY ORTSBLKG
  OLIVE/GR AY  ORTSOG
  PURPLE/GR AY  ORTSPG
  RED/GR AY  ORTSRG 

TRAIL

Smartly designed with the hiker in mind, our Drake Hydration Pack, 
Taber Sling Bags, and Osceola Series Backpacks are perfect on  
the trail; yet versatile enough for everyday use. Are they durable? 
They come with a lifetime warranty; enough said.

BACKPACKs/PACKS

DURABLE

PRACTICAL

FAST-DRY

TOUGH STUFF

All of our straps and fasteners 
have been rigorously tested 
to ensure they stand up to the 
roughest of conditions.
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STANDARD DUTY

18 in. L x 13 in. W  
x 7 in. H 

Weight: 3.7 lbs.  
 
COLOR OPTIONS

  BL ACK ORBLK
  COYOTE TAN  ORCY T
  GUNMETAL  ORGMG 

 GR AY  
  OD GREEN  ORODG

600D ballistic nylon with heavy duty zippers

Nine total storage compartments: Two adjustable 
padded dividers creates three protected 
compartments and two spacious exterior zippered 
pockets for magazine, ammunition, and accessory 
storage and a removable pistol pouch

Comes with both a handle and shoulder strap  
carry options (Shoulder strap included inside bag)

Limited Lifetime Warranty

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: 1,000+ positive Amazon 
reviews say it all. Many love the fact that there’s 
no logo or branding on the outside, making this  
a discrete (and safe) way to carry your firearms.

RANGE

Our best-selling range bags are the must-have tactical bag for the  
shooting range. Plenty of compartments for your arsenal and gadgets.

RANGE BAGS & Tactical packsDIVIDE & CONQUER

Nine padded compartments 
keep each piece of  

gear separate and safe.

FLEXIBLE-USE

Grab and go with the  
carry handles or throw  

it over your shoulder 
with included strap.

OSAGE RIVER TACTICAL BACKPACK

From law enforcement to hunters, our Tactical Pack boasts 
spacious and versatile storage for your shooting gear and 
ammunition. These military-style bags are equipped with 
MOLLE webbing and come with a limited lifetime warranty. 

Made from heavy duty nylon and with durable zippers

Fully adjustable with shoulder straps ergonomically  
designed for comfort plus four compression straps

Dimensions: 9.5 in. L x 18 in. W x 12.5 in. H

Weight: 4.2 lbs. 

Carrying options with both a handle and included  
shoulder strap.

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Can house a 2L hydration bladder  
to keep you energized during long assignments.

CO LO R O P T I O N S
  BL ACK ORTPBL
  COYOTE TAN  ORTPC T

 DIGITAL WOODL AND CAMO  ORTPDC
  OD GREEN  ORTPOD

OSAGE RIVER RANGE BAGS

Don’t have enough room for all your arsenal and gear when you’re on the range? You do now.  
Our best-selling range bag is equal parts rugged, tactical, secure and easy to use.

LIGHT DUTY

13.5 in. L x 10.5 in. W  
x 7.5 in. H 

Weight: 2.45 lbs.  
 
COLORS 

  BL ACK ORLBLK
  COYOTE TAN  ORLCY T
  GUNMETAL  ORLGMG 

 GR AY  
  OD GREEN  ORLODG

Light Duty:13.5 in. W Standard: 18 in. W
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OSAGE RIVER PROSPECT COMPLETE 
FLY FISHING PACKAGE - 5/6, 9'0 

This set equips you with an easy-to-use, lightweight 
yet durable fly fishing set at a great value. Easily 
store the rod and reel in the compact tube with an 
attached pocket for the fly box.

9'0", 4-Section, Graphite Fly Rod with 5/6 black 
aluminum fly reel, pre-spooled with fly line

Includes leader material and nine popular flies:  
3 black winged ants, 3 parachute adams,  
and 3 gold ribbed ear nymphs

Durable Cordura® case for protective storage

Dimensions: Packs down to 22 in. L x 5 in. W x 5 in. H

Weight: 2.4 lbs.

Lifetime Warranty on rod.

OSAGE RIVER PRO TIP: Makes a great fly fishing starter 
set for beginners.

CO LO R O P T I O N S
  BL ACK ROD & REEL – OR ANGE FLY LINE  ORPFP5690

MESS KIT & CAMPING STOVE
Smart, lightweight, nested design makes it easy and convenient to pack 
and carry to your campsite. Thirteen pieces include aluminum pots,  
plastic bowls and utensils and mini stove, compatible with most single 
butane or mixed-fuel canisters.
  ONE COLOR ORMKST V

PORTABLE DUAL FUEL CAMP STOVE
This stove is perfect for use at the campsite or your next tailgate picnic. 
Designed with safety in mind, it has a safety lock and overheat function. 
Lightweight, compact and portable; tanks sold separately.
  ONE COLOR ORCSDF

FOLDING CAMP COT
Durable tubular carbon steel X-frame with heavy duty PVC-coated 
polyester fabric. Generous dimensions to sleep comfortably on your  
back or side. Easy to open and packs down to portable carry bag.
	 GREY  ORFCCGY 
  BLUE  ORFCCBL
  RED  ORFCCRD

 

TACTICAL DUFFEL BAG
Includes six total storage compartments, contains 1,800 cubic in. 
of storage space and measures 18 in. L x 12 in. W x 11 in. H. Rugged 
construction with 600D ballistic nylon and equipped with a limited 
lifetime warranty. Works great on the range, in the field or in the gym! 
  BL ACK ORTD18BLK
  GUNMETAL GREY  ORTD18GMG
  COYOTE TAN  ORTD18C T
  OD GREEN  ORTD18ODG 
	 ACU DIGITAL CAMO ORTD18ACU

TACTICAL WAIST/FANNY PACK 
With a large main compartment and divider plus one exterior zippered 
pocket for ammunition and accessory storage. 
  BL ACK ORWFPBLK
  GUNMETAL GREY  ORWFPGMG    
  COYOTE TAN  ORWFPC T
  OD GREEN  ORWFPODG 

 ACU DIGITAL CAMO  ORWFPACU
	 DESERT DIGITAL CAMO  ORWFPDDC

 
 
TREKKING POLES
Great for regular walks, hikes or adventurous treks, these poles have many 
health benefits and feature anti-shock springs and ergonomic grips. Crafted 
from lightweight aluminum, with four sets of tips for various trail terrain. 
	 BL ACK ORT TPBLK 
  RED  ORT TPRED
  BLUE  ORT TPBLU 

1800 LUMEN LED HEADLAMP
A hands-free option to remain active at night or for use at home as a 
backup light source. IPX4 Grade waterproof, with three lighting modes 
and two rechargeable batteries. Perfect for running, camping, hiking, 
spelunking and mountaineering.
  BL ACK/RED ORHL180 0

            

WATER

Looking to pick up fly fishing? Our Prospect Fly Fishing 
Package provides all you need to fish like a pro.

fly fishing

NEW PRODUCTS Available August 2017  
Pre-order now!

ALL IN ONE

A great starter kit with all  
the essentials needed 

to get started fly fishing.
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FIND US ONLINE 
osagerivergear.com

     FACEBOOK.COM/OSAGERIVER1

 @OSAGE _ RIVER

 @OSAGE _ RIVER

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
support@osagerivergear.com 
855.335.7939

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS:

9am - 5pm CST  MON - FRI 

8am - 4pm CST  SAT - SUN
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 © 2017 OSAGE RIVER LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

SMART DESIGN 

DURABLE 

EASY TO USE 

GREAT VALUE

O R D E R  O N L I N E

Contact us:
orders@osagerivergear.com 

or call 855.335.7939




